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Lester Maverick
Subject: Who are the Psycheans ?

The Psycheans are benevolent human extraterrestrials who have bases in
various places on the planet (Earth). I found out about them after meeting
an ufo contactee by name of Oscar Magocsi in Toronto,Canada some 29
years ago. Oscar was a real cool guy and eventually under his guidance I
managed to meet the Psycheans physically...
Well they, the Psycheans, look exactly like us and one characteristic that I
noticed is that they are very psychic and maybe that is why they call
themselves the Psycheans. Since the Psycheans look exactly like us then
pretty well, the only way to recognize them is through psychic means so
it's mostly extremely intuitive or very psychic humans who manage to
recognize them.
The Psycheans are allied with many other human ETs like the Plaedians,
the Arcturians or the Lyrians. Well, Oscar Magocsi eventually wrote a
book about his UFO adventures and his own meetings with the Psycheans
and the book is called 'My Space Odyssey in UFOs". This book is available from me if someone
wants it. Some of the Psycheans even became part of our history like "Jason and the Argonauts". It's
more than a legend: it really happened ! And it's part of our history...
Overall it's so very fascinating...
Other than Jason and the Argonauts there are many legends referring to Quetzalcoatl (Quentin) who
is actually of a higher order than the Pycheans. Quentin (Quetzalcoatl) is actually a Spectran which
is one step higher than the Psycheans. Quentin these days is a kind of a guru to the Psycheans and
was given temporary rank of an admiral by the Psychean Federation in the Psycheans' space fleet.
Temporary meaning probably thousands of years...
Quetzalcoatl (Quentin) was vividly described in a book of legends about Gods of Central & South
America titled "He Walked the Americas" by L. Taylor Hansen. Quetzalcoatl specifically mentioned
this book in conversation with Oscar Magocsi on February 24,1985 in Tetihuacan (City of the
Gods) in Mexico. About other Psycheans who might be written up in legends, well I don't know. I
might have to ask about this or do some deep research...
That was Ponce de León, who was searching for the Fountain of Youth in the 16th century (1513)
but never found it! However, Ponce de Leon had a cousin who was very broadminded and who
actually met the Psycheans around that time and was subsequently given rides on Psychean flying
saucers. The cousin proved to be such an outstanding human that after getting his UFO rides, the
Psycheans gave him Psychean citizenship and adopted that cousin as one of their own...
That cousin is probably still alive because the Psycheans sometimes grant a life extension treatment
to earthlings that they gave Psychean citizenship. Which means that the cousin will live for
centuries just like Buzz Andrews written up in another book by Oscar Magocsi titled "My Space
Odyssey: The Buzz Andrews Story". Buzz Andrews, an earthling was also given a life extension
treatment and after some amazing adventures was subsequently also granted Psychean citizenship.
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Subject: About Quetzalcoatl & Quentin
Perhaps you might be intrigued by how Quentin (his space name) became the legendary god
Quetzalcoatl in South America. So here are some blurbs that I wrote about it.
Quentin is a real to life extraterrestrial SUPERMAN originally from the fifth Spectran dimension
with all the super powers of a superman ! Also Quentin is a grade 5 personal representative of the
Counci of Guardians who are a kind of a group mind of super beings who are the elder brothers of
humanity everywhere in multiple universes... Currently, Quentin is grade 5 Spectran adviser to the
Federation of Psychean Worlds whose Psychean astronauts have landed on our world millenia ago
& now are even walking our streets... Quentin is even part of our history because he was
Quetazalcoatl, plus Kukulcan & Viracochia all in South America thousands of years years ago...
The way it happened is that about 7020 years ago his small flying saucer malfunctioned & had to
make an emergency landing on land in Central America not too far from Toetihuacan. That flying
saucer landed in the midst of some ceremonial native gathering. The natives thought that Quentin
was a God that came down to visit them & were so awed by the majestic looks & bearing of
Quentin that they invited him to Teotihuacan their capital city, gave him the name of Quetzalcoatl &
in a short time asked Quentin, now called Quetzalcoatl to be their ruler in Tula,capital of the
Toltecs... Subsequently Quetzalcoatl (Quentin) travelled to other parts of the Americas where he
was known as Kukulcan & in other parts as the God Virachochia.
And the following is a quatation from a conversation in the physical that Quetzalcoatl (original
name Quentin) had with my friend & fellow ufo contactee Oscar Magocsi on February 24,1985 in
Teotihuacan, the "City of the Gods". Quetzalcoatl (Quentin) is telling Oscar Magocsi what was his
(Quentin's = Quetzalcoatl's) misson at that time in Meso America & in Central America:
"Since my task was about teaching them some culture & civilization, I went along with their
unshakable belief in me as their incarnate deity (Quetzalcoatl) hoping to make them more receptive
to novel spiritual ideas. And that strategem worked like a charm - but they were slow learners. So I
just kept popping up throughout the centuries in various places... One time coming from an Easter
Island conference to the coast of Chile, I even walked through Peru, Equador, the Amazon jungles,
Central America, North America, right up to the Athabascan region. This particular journey became
the subject of many tribal legends, some of it written up in Taylor Hansen's book "He Walked the
Americas" .
MY MISSION WAS TO BRING PEACE & PROSPERITY THROUGH CIVILIZATION....
I introduced agriculture, the art of writing; devised a calendar for the Meso Americans (based on a
52 year cycle, with a Pleadies orientation as a hint for Eathman's long forgotten origins), kept
attempting the permanent foundation of justice & humanism in Meso America - heavily opposed by
the powerful priesthood's desire to perpetuate those horribly barbaric human sacrifices.... In Toltec
territory, among the Toltecs in the Toltec city of Tula I became their priest-ruler for thirty years.
After then, the scheming priests managed to oust me by clever trickery, plus run me out of town
with intent to kill. According to their version, out of shame I set fire to myself & went up in flames
with a threat of returning in the flesh again some day. Actually, I did speak to the crowd about such
return, just before getting spectacularly beamed aboard a rescuing Federation spaceship near Vera
Cruz - thus ending my milleniums long public role in those parts... "

